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Abstract
In this paper, we evaluate and compare our scheduling strategy for various IPTV services
traffic over 802.16j networks with several scheduling algorithms such as Strict Priority
algorithm (SP), Weighted Round Robin (WRR), and Modified Dynamic Weighted Round
Robin (MWRR). The proposed scheme adapts dynamically the scheduler operation to
according queue load and QoS constraints. In particular, the proposed mechanism gives more
priority to HD-TV and SD-TV traffics by using two schedulers. The proposed scheduling
algorithm has been simulated using the QualNet network simulator. The Friedman test has
been used to address some significant issues of the analysis to compare the proposed scheme
with the others scheme. The experimental result and analysis show that the proposed
scheduler schemes outperform the traditional scheduling techniques for rtPS traffic that
allows ensuring QoS requirements for IPTV application.
Keywords: IEEE 802.16j, WiMAX, Scheduling, Friedman test.
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1. Introduction
In WiMAX standard, the tools to set up a network of high-speed data have been
described in [1], but it depends on the operators which implement their own mechanisms for
Quality of Service (QoS) management purpose. It is a very challenge topic to optimize the
mechanism of QoS management that we are interested.
A WiMAX technology is an emerging wireless technology for deploying broadband
Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN). It is a very promising Broadband Wireless
Access (BWA) technology which able to transmit different service types. This technology
could has different constraints such as traffic rate, maximum latency, and jitter tolerance. The
IEEE 802.16 Medium Access Control (MAC) standard specifies five types of quality of
service (QoS) classes: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), real-time Polling Service (rtPS),
extended real-time Polling Service (ertPS), non real-time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best
Effort (BE). However, the IEEE 802.16 standard does not specify the scheduling algorithm to
be used. The communication operators should choice among many existing scheduling
techniques. And also, they could propose their own scheduling algorithms.
We present a new mechanism to differentiate services applied to WiMAX network at the
MAC layer. This proposed scheduling mechanism is designed for IPTV application which is
part of real-time Polling Service (rtPS) service class. We assumed that each video stream
could be encoded into four categories (HD, SD, Web TV and Mobile TV). The proposed
algorithm is weighted based called Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduling technology.
The aim of this proposed mechanism is to adapt dynamically in relation to the management
of queues and constraints of each class of service. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed scheduling algorithm with simulation and statistical analysis.
This paper presents a Friedman test [15] which compares the performances of proposed
algorithm with others algorithm. The Friedman test is one of the nonparametric tests of
multiple group measures. In other words, it can be used to approve the null hypothesis that
the multiple group measures have the same variance to a certain required level of
significance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3
discusses the proposed work. Simulation and results are discussed in Section 4 and
conclusion of the paper is presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work
2.1 Scheduling in WiMAX Networks
In IEEE 802.16 standard, MAC layer is connection oriented and base station assigned by
a unique connection identifier (CID) for both transmissions, Up-Link (UL) and Down-Link
(DL) [2]. However, at Convergence Sub-layer (CS), data streams are classified into different
connections with different scheduling services. Therefore, it is expected that several
schedulers are implemented to meet heterogeneous demands of users. There are two models
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of resource allocation and scheduling for SSs in 802.16j standard [3], centralized and
distributed scheduling. The first model, resources allocation for all nodes is ensured by
MR-BS. While the second mode, resources allocation and bandwidth are determined by
MR-BS and RSs in non-transparent relay. Knowing that a non-transparent relay can support
both modes, and then we are interesting in the centralized method.
Furthermore, as far as we know, there is no scheduling technique specified in 802.16
standard. Each operator could develop its own technology to provide its capacity and
applications respectively.
2.1.1 The different types of services
The standard in [1] specified five types of services to serve connections at MAC layer.
Each type of service is an application type with a traffic profile particular. These services are:


Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS): This type of service provides a service flow which
the transmission system automatically and provides a defined number of timeslots
periodically and fixed packet size which is used by a particular receiver. UGS is
frequently used to provide services that involve a constant bit rate (CBR), for
example audio streaming application or leased line circuit emulation.



Extended Real-Time Polling Service (ertPS): This service allows real-time service
flows that periodically generate variable-sized data packets, such as VoIP application.



Real-Time Polling Service (RTPS): This type of service corresponds to real-time data
streams comprising variable-sized data packets which are released periodically.



Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS): This type of service corresponds to
delay-tolerant data streams comprising variable-sized data packets for which a
minimum data rate is needed, such as file transfer (FTP) with a guaranteed minimum
throughput.



Best Effort (BE): This type of service corresponds to data streams for which no
minimum service level is necessary and therefore could be treated on a
space-available basis, for example HTTP application.

2.1.2 Scheduling Algorithm
Scheduling algorithm is the most important aspect of resources efficient in WiMAX
networks. A scheduling algorithm should take into account when considering a quality of
service (QoS) constraints for all classes of service. There are two types of scheduling
algorithms. The first type of schedulers known as RR, WWR, SP, etc.. The second type of
scheduler is proposed specifically for WiMAX networks [4].
Among known scheduling techniques which we will compare later with the proposed
scheduler, we chose two scheduling algorithms as following:


Weighted Round Robin (WRR): This scheduling algorithm is designed for a better
management services with different QoS requirements. It assigns a weight to each
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static queue, and then bandwidth is allocated based on these static weights [5]. In
addition, queues with higher priority have more connections (bandwidth) than queues
with lower weight. WRR ensures all service classes have access to bandwidth
network, which avoids the problem of resource starvation in low priority queue [6].


Strict Priority (SP): This scheduling technique is simple. It begins to serve queues
with high priority until empty, and then it goes to the next queue with highest priority.
By using this scheduler, queues with low priority may encounter the problem of
resource starvation [7].

The authors of [8] proposed a modified version of the dynamic scheduler WRR called
MDWRR (Modified Dynamic Weighted Round Robin). The objective of their proposal is to
ensure the processing time for real-time applications, while efficiently managing non-real
time traffic. The idea of their proposed scheduler is a variant of the algorithm DWRR
(Dynamic Weighted Round Robin) using a threshold to avoid packet loss of non-real time
traffic. Although MDWRR algorithm is more complex than the WRR and DWRR technique,
it takes into account the priority of services and reduces the required size of buffer. Unlike the
MDWRR algorithm, our proposed mechanism takes into account the QoS constraints of all
service classes and load queues.
In [6] the authors presented a scheduling algorithm for WiMAX networks. Their
proposed algorithm based on WRR and appointed to MWRR (Modified Weighted Round
Robin). This algorithm designed with to reduce the average end-to-end delay and to improve
the average throughput. The authors compared the MWRR algorithm with known scheduling
techniques (WRR, SP and WFQ). The results show that the algorithm MWRR tends to be
reliable, especially for classes of service low priority which avoids the problems of the WRR
technique that causes unnecessary delays. In the performance evaluation section, we compare
our proposed scheduling mechanism with MWRR algorithm.
The authors of [7] conducted a study on scheduling algorithms such as WFQ, RR, WRR
and SP in WiMAX network. They analysed and evaluated the performance of each scheduler
by comparing the behaviour of each algorithm with respect to different service classes. Their
simulation results showed that the SP scheduler has the best throughput and the minimum
delay for high priority service class. However, it has caused the resource starvation problem
for BE and nrtPS classes. The results indicated that the SP algorithm as the average
end-to-end is important for rtPS class. However, the scheduler RR had good results for
classes of service with low priority, ignoring the constraints of QoS classes of high priority.
Furthermore, algorithms WFQ and WRR can monitor the performance of each service class
by assigning different weights to each queue.
The authors in [21] have investigated the distributed video scheduling with delayed
control information (DCI). They translated the scheduling problem into a stochastic
optimization rather than a convex optimization problem. In [22], they proposed a network
algorithm that supervises the IPTV access network and determines which type of wireless
technology the clients should connect with when using multiband devices, depending on the
requirements of the IPTV client device, the available networks, and some network parameters
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(such as the number of loss packets and packet delay), to provide the maximum Quqlity of
Experience (QoE) to the client. The authors in [23] proposed a novel IPTV service based on
the concept of content-zapping, in contrast to traditional channel-zapping for the distribution
of personalized multimedia contents over IP networks, where each customer system obtains a
multimedia streaming that is automatically arranged by the system based on the user
selections and the user will only associate with the system by requesting a content change or
marking a content as favorite.
In the next section, we present the proposed scheduling algorithm which is based on the
WRR technique. The performance of the proposed scheduler will be studied by using the
QualNet simulator. Then, we perform analysis to compare the performance of proposed
algorithm and techniques WRR, SP and MWRR [6].
2.2 The Nonparametric Test
Statistical tests frequently are in the form of parametric tests which by definition test an
hypothesis about the parameters of the probability distribution function (pdf) of a sample of
data. Contrarily, a non parametric test doesn’t need any formulation of the parameters of the
pdf. The test used in this present work is the Friedman test for the analysis of the variance
(ANOVA) in order to perform the comparison of quality of services.
The Friedman test is also a non parametric test of variance performed on ranks, but in
contrast to the Kruskal Wallis test it does not need the hypothesis that the samples are
independent. All parametric ANOVA’s have to assume that the data is on the interval or ratio
scales and is distributed normally. In the same way that the Mann-Whitney test gives a
non-parametric alternative to the t-test, therefore the Kruskal-Wallis test gives the alternative
non-parametric procedure.
The Kruskal-Wallis test does not require equal sample sizes but it will order about which
post hoc tests can be used. The data does not need to be in matched groups but if it is, there is
a further test, the Friedman test that can be used instead.
The Kruskal-Wallis test relates to the Friedman test. Therefore essentially the Friedman
test is used in case you want to use the same sample of subjects or cases and evaluate them at
three or more points in time or under differing conditions.
In order to achieve a better performance comparison between the scheduling algorithms,
we performed a statistical analysis based on the Friedman test. [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]
have performed statistical analysis by using the Friedman test for their work.
The authors in [18], they used two tests, the Kruskal-Wallis and the Friedman test, to
address two significant issues of the analysis of long time series in their work. In order to
address issue of overcoming noise uncertainty by exploiting antenna correlation, in [19], the
authors presented a Friedman test based spectrum sensing detector which compares the power
of the received signals through antennas and consequently it needs no priori information of
the noise and the primary signal. In [17] and [20], the autors deal with some QoS in Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) and Wireless Mesh Network (WMN). They used the Friedman test to
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compare their proposed deployment method with others algorithm such as Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Tabu Search (TS).

3. Proposed Work
3.1 Adaptive scheduling with dynamic weight adjustment (AWRR)
This section show the proposed scheduling algorithm which is based on weighted WRR
scheduler. The proposed mechanism is based on two criteria, the load of each queue and the
QoS constraints of each service class. The objective of this technique is to dynamically adjust
the weight of each queue in relation to those two criteria above. This technique is called
Adaptive Weighted Round Robin (AWRR) [9]. The weight management mechanism is
provided by a system of equations which is based on the detection of a crossing certain
threshold that anticipates congestion packet loss due to queue overflow. The AWRR
algorithm allows providing service differentiation in a multi-files system to wait for relays
network in case of centralized management.
Apart from management of all service classes, the proposed scheduler gives more
priority to IPTV services that have more constraints, such as video stream with HD or SD
quality. We assume in the proposed transmission process, we use four IPTV services (HD, SD,
Web TV and Mobile TV) which are part of the rtPS class.
Moreover, Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is designed to manage different classes of
service such as real-time application, interactive application, file transfer, etc. The weight is
associated with each queue that is specifically dedicated to one of the service classes. Each
queue is serviced in a round robin order according to its weight. The queue with the highest
priority weight takes to process more packets [6], [10]. However, the proposed mechanism
uses WRR scheduling technique for two reasons, first, it allows avoiding the problem of
resource starvation for lower priority classes, and the second, it gives the QoS guarantee in
high-priority classes.
The idea in this work is to use two schedulers in both case, at input and output sides. The
scheduler at input side has two queues, first, High Priority (HP) which contains flow of UGS,
ertPS and rtPS classes. Otherwise, the flow rtPS is only for IPTV services encoded in HD or
SD. The second queue called Low Priority (LP) which contains flow of the rest of service
classes, in this case rtPS web-TV, rtPS mobile-TV, nrtPS and BE. The scheduler at output
side is the main scheduler that can control and manage all service classes (UGS, ertPS, rtPS,
nrtPS and BE).
As mentioned above, the role of input scheduler is to support video streams which have
more constraints in terms of bandwidth and latency. Using this scheduler does not have affect
with the processing time, as the data packets have a removal time before they are processed
by the main scheduler.
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Figure 1. The architecture of AWRR scheduler.

We recall from our previous work [9], Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of
proposed scheduler with specifying different queues. The proposed algorithm applies AWRR
on both schedulers (input and output) to adjust the weight of each service class. It also
assigns a congestion threshold at each queue which is used to trigger the dynamic weight
adjustment in case of overflow. Thus, to meet the QoS constraints and in order to give higher
priority to real-time applications, it assumed that the thresholds of the high priority queues
are above the threshold of low-priority queues.
The following section presents the detail of two schedulers, in particular, the adjustment
of queue weight.
3.1.1 The Input Scheduler
Input scheduler has two queues, high priority queue (HP) and low priority queue (LP).
The classification of data is divided in a manner of HD-TV and SD-TV services which is
belong to HP. Web-TV and Mobile-TV services are classified in LP.
The main feature of the input scheduler is to control the weight of each line according to
traffic load and buffer size. The weight adjustment can favor the data processing belonging to
HP while guaranteeing a minimum processing time for service classes belonging to LP.
3.1.1.1 Queue Weight Adjustment (Input Scheduler)
The weight adjustment of two queues takes into account the load and the priority each
queue. For this purpose, two thresholds (TH and TL) are used as seen at Figure 1. Every
threshold represents the number of packet occupying the queue. The weight adjustment takes
into account the basic constraint: WH + WL = 1. Knowing that the weight of two queues is
defined by following equations:

NPH  TH
NPH
WL 1  WH

WH  WHi 
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Where WH is the weight of high priority queue, WL is the weight of low-priority queue,
TH refers to the threshold of high priority queue, and NPH refers to the number of packet
occupying the HP.
The threshold (TH) is used to trigger the weight adjustment the number of packet
occupying the queue exceeds the threshold. WHi is the weight initial of HP which allows the
AWRR scheduler to calculate WH at the first weight adjustment.
3.1.1.2 Weight Calculation Algorithm
The algorithm 1 calculates the weight of each queue based on the packet amount in each
queue. In this algorithm, TL represents the threshold of low-priority queue and NPL is the
number of packet occupying the queue.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of weight (input scheduler)
1. WHi = α
2. (α < 1)
3. WL = 1 − WHi
/ ∗ Initial Conditions ∗ /
4. while (Queues are not empty) do
5.
if NPH ≥ TH or NPL ≥ TL then
NPH  TH
6.
WH  WHi 
NPH
7.
WL 1  WH
8.
else
9. Initial_Conditions

3.1.2 The Output Scheduler
The output scheduler is used to meet the requirements in terms of quality of service. It
manages the flow of all service classes by using AWRR. The architecture of output scheduler
has a queue for each service class. Each of this service class has a weight and a threshold to
detect the certain level of congestion. The weight adjustment must meet the requirements of
each service class, as it must avoid problem of resource starvation for low-priority queues.
For this reason, the proposed method relies on a system of equations in order to adjust the
weights dynamically. Knowing that each weight as a linear equation, then the equation takes
into account the number of packets occupying a queue, the threshold assigned and the
constraints of service class.
3.1.2.1 Queue Weight Adjustment (Output Scheduler)
The adjustment of queue weight is a very important function for the proposed mechanism
in order to improve the management of queue mechanism. This function provides the weight
adjustment of the five queues dynamically to take into account the following constraints:
48
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Wi  0

(3)

m

W  1
i

(4)

i 1

Where m represents the number of queue and Wi is the weight of the i − th row. However,
we assume that:

Wi  fi(k )  aik  bi

(5)

NPi
(6)
Ti
Including NPi is the number of packet occupying the i − th row and Ti is the threshold for
the queue. However, bi is a predefined constant that can support high-priority classes.
ai 

m

m

i 1

i 1

(4)   fi (k )  1   (aik  bi )  1

(7)

Once variable k is calculated, we can calculate the weight of each queue (service class).
Moreover, the values of two constants are arbitrarily prefixed in order to increase the weight
of higher priority classes. In this case, we have five queues, so we assume that (b1 = α1 for
USG, b2 = α2 for ErtPS, b3 = α3 for rtPS, b4 = α4 for nrtPS and b5 = α5 for BE).
3.1.2.2 Weight Calculation Algorithm
The weight assigned to each queue is always positive value to ensure a minimum
processing time of low-priority classes. The proposed mechanism supports to high priority
classes using constant bi and threshold Ti. The calculation algorithm provides three weights as
we described above.

Algorithm 2 Weight Calculation (Output Scheduler)
m

1.

Wi  0; Wi  1
i 1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

/ ∗ Initial Conditions ∗ /
b1 = α1 ; b2 = α2 ; b3 = α3; b4 = α4; b5 = α5
while (Queues are not empty) do
for i=1 to 5 do
if NPi ≥ Ti then
Weights_Ajustment else
Initial_Conditions
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4. Performance Evaluation
In order to highlight the proposed scheduling mechanism, we used QualNet [11]
simulator to implement the proposed algorithm on WIMAX network. We compare AWRR to
WRR, SP and MWRR [6] to show the effectiveness of the proposal. We chose MWRR
because it also based on WRR and designed for WiMAX networks.
4.1 Parameters Simulation
In this simulation, we used 802.16e since 802.16j version doesn’t implement a scheduler.
This choice does not influence the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm because
it is a centralized solution, it means that base station which handles the scheduling.
In scenario simulation, we consider that the topology has a WiMAX cell consisting of 1
BS and 50 SSs. At the application layer, we use CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic generator
and specifying the service class for each CBR connection using the precedence field (UGS=7,
ertPS=4, rtPS=3, nrtPS=2, and BE=0). In addition, we are particularly interested in rtPS class
by changing the number and the quality of IPTV channels in order to study the impact of
proposed input scheduler.
Table 1 shows the simulation configurations. We varied the simulation time to have a
better study.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters.
Parameter

Value

Radio Type

802.16 Radio

Antenna Model

Omni directional

Channel Frequency

2.4 GHz

Transmission Power

20 GHz

Scheduling Mode

Centralized

Traffic Type

CBR

Number of IPTV Channel

50

Precedence Values

0, 2, 3, 4 and 7

Scheduling Algorithm Evaluated

SP, WRR, MWRR, AWRR

Transport Protocol

UDP

4.2 Simulation Result
To evaluate and compare the performance of these algorithms; WRR, SP, MWRR, and
AWRR, we performed some scenarios adopting conventional metrics. The metrics are
average throughput and average end-to-end delay. We studied these metrics either in relation
to all service classes or to a specific class, for example rtPS class. We also studied the total
number of IPTV channels that scheduler can handle. We present the results of this metric with
statistical analysis.
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Figure 2 shows the average throughput compared to the five service classes. Traffic
classes of UGS and ertPS have a better throughput performance while using SP scheduler.
However, the traffic of rtPS class provides the best performance in terms of throughput with
the proposed AWRR algorithm. Indeed, the use of input scheduler has improved the
performance of rtPS class favoring encoded IPTV services such as HD and SD. Figure 2 also
shows that WRR and MWRR schedulers offer a better result in terms of throughput for low
priority classes (nrtPS and BE). Furthermore, the results show that the proposed scheduler
has a better performance in terms of average throughput of all classes. This is due to the
proposed weight adjustment mechanisms which take into account the QoS constraints and the
number of packet occupying each queue.
Figure 3 illustrates the average end-to-end delay of four scheduling algorithms with
respect to different service classes. We realize that AWRR algorithm offers the best
performance in terms of average end-to-end delay, particularly at rtPS class. These
performances could allow achieving an average delay about 13%. Also we can see that for
UGS class, SP algorithm has the best delay because the packets with high priority queues are
completely served before the low-priority one. Unlike WRR, AWRR gives a good result since
it adjusts the weight of the queue for each service class dynamically. Furthermore, the use of
input scheduler allowed accelerates packet processing with high-quality video streams.

Figure 2. Average throughput over service classes.

Figure 3. The average of end-to-end delay.

Figures 4 and 5 show the average throughput and the average end-to-end delay of rtPS
class respectively. Thus, as we mentioned earlier, the video stream of IPTV services is part of
rtPS class. To evaluate the performance of this service class, we changed the number of IPTV
channels user-requested. Each channel can be requested with one of qualities (HD-TV,
SD-TV, Web-TV and Mobile-TV) in a random manner.
Figures 4 and 5 confirm that the proposed scheduling, AWRR algorithm, provides the
best throughput and the best average end-to-end delay. AWRR has average 8% in terms of
throughput and 19% in terms of end-to-end delay. These results achieved because of the
architecture of proposed algorithm using two schedulers which reduce end-to-end delay for
video services. Another point about the performance of rtPS class is the fact that generating a
lot of traffic at IPTV services class caused exceeding the queue threshold. The reason is that
AWRR algorithm triggers the weight adjustment increasing the weight value of rtPS class
queue. It becomes one of the advantages of the proposed algorithm that it can handle more
51
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packets of rtPS class.

Figure 4. Average throughput of rtPS class.

Figure 5. Average end-to-end delay of rtPS class.

In order to better study the behaviour of these four algorithms with low priority classes,
we evaluated the performance of nrtPS class by changing the number of CBR connection.
Figures 6 and 7 depict the average throughput and the average end-to-end delay of nrtPS
class respectively. These figures show that the WRR, AWRR, and MWRR have better result
compared to SP algorithm, because it serves UGS, rtPS and ertPS classes before nrtPS class.
Moreover, despite a slight superiority of MWRR algorithm, the proposed scheduler offers the
best results with its adaptation mechanism.
To highlight the interest of the proposed algorithm, we performed statistical test at the
next section. This statistical test allows to compare the performance of WRR, SP, MWRR and
AWRR against several metrics. The result of this comparison can provide which
algorithm is the best one in terms of all the metrics for all service classes.

Figure 6. Average throughput of nrtPS class.

Figure 7. Average end-to-end delay of nrtPS class.

4.3 Statistical Analysis of Algorithms
4.3.1 Statistic Tests
The performance evaluation of proposed AWRR algorithm demonstrated its efficiency of
one service class to another respectively. It could better for one service but not for the others.
The goal is to have a global view of performance of proposed AWRR algorithm compared
with other algorithms.
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Statistical tests are tools for decision support system. They can decide between one and
two cases but only one is true. Before performing the Friedman test, we made some basic
definitions as follows:
Definition IV.1. A statistical hypothesis is a statement concerning the characteristics
(parameter values, form of observations distribution) of a population.
Definition IV.2. Statistical hypothesis is a fixed assumption that has parameter population
priority at a particular value which called null hypothesis, denoted by H0. Other assumption
that differs from the hypothesis H0 called alternative hypothesis and denoted by H1.
Definition IV.3. A hypothesis test is a method that aims to provide a decision rule, based-on
results sample, to make a choice between two hypotheses statistics.
One of the objectives of a hypothesis test is to predict in advance at what condition that
one or other hypothesis will be considered. H0 is a subject that being tested and the whole
testing process is done by considering this hypothesis as true. If the test leads to the rejection
of H0, then it considers H1 as probable rather than H0.
To establish the credibility of H0, we should be able to establish decision rules that will
succeed without ambiguity to non-rejection of H0 (or rejection). In practice, we implement an
approach that allows, a long-term, of wrongly rejecting H0 true in a small cases proportion.
The conclusion is deduced from the sample results following the decision rule.
Definition IV.4. The significance level of a hypothesis test is agreed to advance the risk of
wrongly rejecting H0 when it is true (and then promote H1). This level of significance is
expressed in probability as follows: α = Prob [reject H0 — H0 true] = Probability [choose H0
— H1 true].
At this level of significance, we can be matched on the statistic sampling distribution, a
rejection region of H0 (also called the critical region). The area of this region corresponds to
the probability α (usually set at 5% or sometimes 1%). The region rejection of H0 consists of
a statistical set values that will lead to rejection of H0. For example, if we use a significance
level α = 5%, it means that we assume the statistic may take 5% of cases, a value ranging in
the region of rejection of H0, although the hypothesis H0 is true, and this only after the
random sampling. At sampling distribution is also a complementary region, called
non−rejection region of H0 (also called acceptance region) with probability 1 - α. The
observed value of the statistic results derived from the sample belongs, either in the rejection
region of H0, or in the non-rejection region of H0.

4.3.2 The Friedman Test
To compare the performance of algorithms AWRR, WRR, SP and MWRR, we performed
the Friedman test, knowing that more research interested in this test [12], [13].
The Friedman test is a test for comparing K parameters local. But unlike Kruskal-Wallis,
for example, the values are only comparable within each group. This is the differences
between the Friedman test and the other statistical tests for independent samples when the
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ranks built from the all observations measured.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) of Friedman is to compare K parameters local on K
related samples. Therefore the data table has n rows and K columns. The lines represent the
interest metric (throughput, delay, jitter, etc.) where the value is expressed by the average or
the standard deviation. However, the columns represent the compared algorithms. In its
construction, each row corresponds to a ”K − tuple” measurements. These can be continuous
or ordinal, the essential is we can exploit to produce a classification. It means that it affects to
treatment ranks. By assumption, the shapes of K distributions samples are identical, even
though they would be offset. In particular they must have the same dispersion [14]. Table 2
shows the samples list that analyzed with the Friedman test.
Here are the two hypotheses statistics of this test:


H0 : there is no difference between the algorithms studied.



H1 : at least one algorithm is different from others.

To perform the Friedman test, first it needs to determine the rank of each algorithm for
each sample being studied. Table 3 gives the rank of algorithms based on the average of each
sample. A2 is the sum of total square ranks:
b

k

A2   [ R( Xij )]2

(1)

i 1 j 1

A2  21  114  117  108  360

(2)

and B2 is given by the following relationship:

B2 

B2 

1 k
2

R
b j 1 j

(3)

1
(152  362  352  342)  325.1666
12

(4)

Where b is the number of samples studied and k the number of algorithms to compare.
Then we calculate the statistical test T2 using the following formula:

T2 

(b  1)[ B 2  bk (k  1)2 / 4
A2  B 2
T 2  7.947

(5)

(6)

Using the distribution table F with α = 1%, we get the following value:

F

1, k 1,( b 1)( k 1)

 F 0.99,3,33  4.43678
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We chose α = 1% because most of α is less than the high critical value which makes the strict
analysis.
Since T2 > F0.99,4,36 , assuming H0 is rejected, i.e there is at least one algorithm whose
performance is different from at least one of the other algorithms studied.
To determine which algorithm is different, we performed the test bilateral and results are
given in Table 4. Indeed, two algorithms A and B are different if |RA − RB | is greater than the
critical value C, where R is the sum of ranks algorithm i. The critical value C is calculated
using the following expression:

 

1

C  t1 
2

2b( A2  B 2) 2
(b  1)(k  1)

(8)

Where t1  is the (1  2 ) coefficient of distribution t and (b − 1)(k − 1) is the degrees
th

2

number of the system.





1

2 12  (360  325.1666) 2
C  2.733
 13.7558
11  3

(9)

With α= 3% and 5% the critical value C is equal to 11.415 and 10.24 respectively, so that the
critical value allows more strict analysis.
Table 4 shows that the results obtained by proposed AWRR algorithm is different from
those obtained by the algorithms WRR, SP and MWRR. From this analysis, we can say that
proposed AWRR outperforms WRR, SP and MWRR algorithms.
The result obtained by the Friedman test shows that the proposed algorithm (AWRR)
provides better performance in a comprehensive manner.
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Table 2. List of samples.

Table 3. Algorithms Classification.
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Table 4. Bilateral Test.

5. Conclusion
We present a scheduling mechanism for video in WiMAX networks. The proposed
solution, called Adaptive Weighted Round Robin (AWRR), is designed to optimize the
performance of video streams that have more constraints. This technique offers different
service in defining priorities and promoting streams belonging to multimedia or real time
applications. This differentiation is due to that some applications are generally sensitive to
certain parameters such as delay, bandwidth and packet loss rate.
The proposed algorithm is based on two schedulers, input scheduler and output scheduler.
The input scheduler uses two queues, a high priority queue for service classes such as UGS,
ertPS and rtPS, in case of HD or SD flow, and low priority queue for service classes such as
nrtPS, BE and Web-TV or Mobile-TV video streams. The next contribution of proposed
solution is the weight adjustment system. In this system, we represent the weight of each
queue in form of the first degree equation. We also set a threshold for each queue. These
thresholds are used to trigger the weight adjustment. This technique allows to adjust the
weights which take into account the QoS constraints of each queue dynamically.
We performed simulation which compares the proposed algorithm with WRR, SP and
MWRR schedulers. We also performed a statistical analysis of four schedulers with the
Friedman test. The results obtained show that the proposed scheduler has a better
performance especially for rtPS service class (multimedia applications). It shows that the
proposed AWRR algorithm provides advantages such as a better QoS management, reducing
loss of packets and increasing the overall network performance.
In future work, we are particularly interested in studying the possibility of applying the
proposed mechanisms (scheduling, path selection and admission control) in conjunction
which the main objective is to study the performance of the QoS chain management entire in
WiMAX relay networks. Furthermore, we will adapt the proposed solution into HSDPA /
LTE technology.
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